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1. Introduction

Major tools for non-invasive imaging of skin are ul-
trasound systems in the frequency range of 7.5 MHz

to 100 MHz and optical systems in the ultraviolet
(Wood lamp), visible (magnifying glass, dermoscope)
and near infrared (NIR) spectral range. NIR systems
allow 3D imaging due to the high NIR light penetra-

                                           

           

            

                                                
                                             
                                             
                                                
                                                     
                                                 
                                                  
                                               
                                                
                                                
                                              
                                                 
                                             
                                               
                                               
                                             
                                             
                                               
                                                  
                                                

                                         
                                              
                                                
                                              
           

                        

                                              

                                                            



tion depth. Major clinical NIR systems include (i) a
variety of optical coherence tomographs based on
broadband superluminescent diodes (SLD) and tun-
able/ultrashort lasers, (ii) the confocal reflectance
microscope Vivascope (Lucid Inc., Rochester, USA)
based on laser diodes, and (iii) the multiphoton to-
mograph DermaInspect (JenLab GmbH, Jena, Ger-
many) based on a tunable femtosecond 80 MHz tita-
nium : sapphire laser. OCT, reflectance microscopy,
and dermoscopy are based on reflected/backscat-
tered light due to intracellular and intratissue modi-
fications of the refractive index. Images can be taken
fast within milliseconds at typical powers of few
milliwatt of the incident NIR light. In OCT, cross-
sectional (vertical) images of the tissue such as in ul-
trasound (B-scan) are obtained by measuring the
magnitude and the echo time delay of backscattered
light down to a tissue depth of hundreds of microm-
eters in skin and millimeters in low-scattering ocu-
lar tissue. The higher the bandwidth of the light
source, the higher the axial resolution. The lateral
resolution depends on the laser spot size (beam
waist). Time-domain OCT (TD-OCT), spectral do-
main OCT (SD-OCT, spectral RADAR OCT) and
swept-source OCT (SS-OCT) are employed for clin-
ical diagnostics [1]. TD-OCT such as the SkinDex300
(ISIS Optronics GmbH, Mannheim, Germany) re-
quires movement of the reference arm of a Michel-
son interferometer either by mirror displacement or
fiber stretching which limits the OCT speed. SD-
OCT such as the Callisto from Thorlabs HL AG
(Lübeck, Germany) requires a spectrometer to de-
tect the interference modulation. The scan speed can
be enhanced by two or three orders of magnitude
compared to time-domain systems.

SS-OCT requires a tuneable laser source with a
narrow linewidth and fast tuning. This can be
achieved by a variety of means, such as using an ex-
ternal-cavity-tuned diode laser, or one of the new
generation of frequency domain mode-locking
(FDML) lasers with ultrafast tuning capabilities. The
fast change (swept) of the laser wavelength can sig-
nificantly increase the possible speed up to 250 000
axial scans per second [1–3].

In SD/SS-OCT, the depth information for the en-
tire depth range of interest is encoded in the spec-
trum captured. Therefore, the entire depth range
must be simultaneously in focus during the spectrum
capture. There is a tradeoff between spot diameter
and focus depth. Given that OCT signals can be ob-
tained from a maximum skin depth of about 2 mm, a
depth of focus of at least 1 mm is desired. However,
this requires focusing optics of low numerical aper-
ture (NA) which limits the minimum beam waist and
therefore the lateral resolution to about 20 mm.

A dynamic focus as applied in TD-OCT is not an
option for SD/SS-OCT because data from all depths
in the sample are obtained simultaneously. This prob-

lem is well known and various methods have been
proposed to overcome it. One approach is to use an
axicon lens which produces a thin cylindrical ‘Bessel
beam’ [4]. A drawback is that the axicon lens is not
suitable for capturing the returning light. When
using a different conventional capture lens within a
Mach-Zender interferometer, the sensitivity loss can
unfortunately exceed 30 dB. A second approach is
the use of conventional optics and to employ an a
priori knowledge about the beam shape and sample
characteristics as a basis for computational extrac-
tion of information from out-of-focus regions [5, 6].
The method suffers from high computational over-
heads and inevitable reduction in sensitivity away
from focus.

The multibeam swept source OCT EX1301 (Mi-
chelson Diagnostics Ltd., Orpington, UK) utilizes a
novel optical set-up involving multiple optical chan-
nels which does not suffer from loss of sensitivity or
other serious drawbacks [7]. The idea is to partition
the depth of field into sub-fields and to provide a
separately focused beam for each sub-field. The laser
beam in the SS-OCT EX1301 is split into 5 ‘beam-
lets’ using an etalon-type ‘rattle plate’ prior to the
interferometer beamsplitter. Four of these beams are
used to scan the skin and are relayed back to an ar-
ray of photodiodes where they interfere with four
reference beams in the conventional manner. The
fifth beam is imaged onto a 5th photodiode to gener-
ate a balance signal. OCT systems have been used in
dermatology since the 90s mainly for experimental
and clinical studies. The morphology and epidermal
thickness of normal skin has been investigated [8] as
well as bullous diseases [8], psoriasis, contact derma-
titis [9], melanocytic lesions [10], and vascular lesions
[11]. In contrast to ophthalmology, the technique is
not yet applicable for routine diagnostics in derma-
tology and is still under development. Multiphoton
laser scanning tomography [12–20] is based on the
non-linear excitation of endogenous fluorophores
such as NAD(P)H, flavoproteins, keratin, lipofuscin,
elastin, collagen, melanin, and metal-free porphyrins
as well as on second harmonic generation (SHG) of
collagen structures. In principle, single photons can
be counted even with picosecond time resolution
(time-correlated single photon counting, TCSPC).
There is a clinical multiphoton tomograph DermaIn-
spect (JenLab GmbH, Jena, Germany) for high-reso-
lution skin imaging in clinical use in Europe, Asia,
and Australia. The typical beam dwell time per pixel
is in the range of some microseconds. The uptake of
a 512 � 512 pixel image (360 � 360 mm2) takes 1–8
s. The incident mean laser power varies between 2
mW (surface) and 50 mW (200 mm tissue depth)
with transient kW peak powers. Multiphoton tomo-
graphs provide horizontal optical sections of a parti-
cular region of interest with submicron resolution
down to 200 mm tissue depth. They are employed for
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the early detection of melanoma and other skin dis-
eases, to track in vivo sunscreen nanoparticles and
pharmacological compounds as well as to evaluate
the skin age and the efficiency of anti-aging products.
Two-photon microscopy and optical coherence micro-
scopy/tomography have been performed on a variety
of samples on a microscope stage [21]. However, until
now, no clinical skin imaging study has been con-
ducted based on OCT in combination with multipho-
ton tomography. Here we report on the first in vivo
OCT/multiphoton optical biopsies of human skin.

2. Materials and methods

2.1 Patients

The study has been performed on 47 patients (31
males, 16 females, age range: 24–88 years). They
were recruited from the Department of Dermatol-
ogy, University Jena, in conformity with the Declara-
tion of Helsinki over a period of 8 days. The study
was approved by the Ethics Commission of the Uni-
versity Jena. All patients were informed about the
procedures and the risks concerning the use of laser
devices. They gave written informed consent. Der-
matological disorders include epithelial skin cancer
(e.g. basal cell carcinoma: 5 cases, squamous cell car-
cinoma: 4 cases, actinic keratosis: 9 cases), pigment-
ed skin lesions (e.g. melanocytic nevi and malignant
melanoma: 11 cases), inflammatory skin disorders
(e.g. psoriasis: 2 cases), autoimmune diseases (sys-
temic sclerosis: 2 cases, pemphigus vulgaris: 2 cases),
seborrheic keratosis (5 cases), T-cell lymphoma (2
cases), hemangioma (2 cases) and tattoos (3 cases).
In some cases the diagnosis was confirmed by histo-
pathological examination after surgical excision.

2.2 OCT systems

Two OCT systems have been employed for this trial.
The swept-source multibeam EX1301 high resolution
OCT microscope from Michelson Diagnostics (Or-
pington, UK) is based on the application of laser
beamlets focused to different depths of 0.25 mm
apart from another (Figure 1). The HSL-2000-10
MDL light source (Santec Corporation, Komaki, Ja-
pan) with a peak power of 15 mW at the laser center
wavelength of 1305 nm provides a sweep range of
150 nm (at 10 kHz) that enables real-time monitor-
ing. The laser wavelength scanning speed is in princi-
ple controllable up to 25 kHz. The acquisition time
of a single 5 � 1.9 mm scan is approximately 100 ms.
The scan width can be enhanced up to 7 mm [22].
The EX1310 SS-OCT was mounted to a flexible arm

and modified to be adapted to the skin-tomograph
interface used by the multiphoton tomograph Der-
maInspect. A drop of water was placed on the skin,
and the ring and coverslip of the interface were
placed on top of the drop and stuck to the skin. Var-
ious fluids were tried as index matching agents for
the top surface of the cover slip. Eventually, an alco-
hol spray (74.1% Ethanol and 2-Propanol 10%; Soft-
asept N, Fa. Braun) was observed to give better re-
sults than water or indexing matching oil probably
because the fine spray gave a very even film ap-
proximately 20 microns thick. To allow access to le-
sions on the torso, the microscope was removed
from its mount and held by hand. The ring interface
eliminated problems of stand-off and motion and
images were easily obtained in vivo. The single beam
spectral domain fiber-optic interferometer Callisto
(Thorlabs HL AG, Lübeck, Germany) is based on
an SLD at a center wavelength of 930 nm, a spec-
tral bandwidth of 50 nm, an A-scan frequency of
1.25 kHz, and an output power of 3 mW. A compact
handpiece allows any skin region of interest to be
reached. The two-dimensional images are recorded
with a lateral dimension of 4 mm to 6 mm.

2.3 Multiphoton tomograph

A CE-marked clinical multiphoton tomograph Der-
maInspect (JenLab GmbH, Jena, Germany) with a
flexible mirror arm was employed [17]. The laser
source is a tunable 80 MHz femtosecond laser with a
tuning range of 690–950 nm, a pulse width of 80 fs,
and a maximum power of 2 W (MaiTai, Newport/
Spectra Physics, Mountain View, USA). The laser
beam was focused to a submicron spot onto the tar-
get by NA 1.3 focusing optics and moved by fast x, y

Figure 1 (online color at: www.biophotonics-journal.org)
Scheme of the multi-beam OCT. The use of four beams
with a total focal range of 4 � 0.25 mm ¼ 1 mm increases
the lateral resolution and the contrast compared to one-
beam systems.
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galvoscanners and z piezoactuators. The photomulti-
plier model H7732 (Hamamatsu Photonics, Hama-
matsu City, Japan) and PMTs with a fast response
time in the picosecond range served as detectors.
Typically, horizontal images were required at a cer-
tain focal depth. In addition, “diagonal” images
were generated by imaging of sub-fields in differ-
ent focal depths. A detailed description can be
found in reference [12]. Figure 2 represents the
multiphoton tomograph DermaInspect combined
with the multibeam EX1310 SSOCT system from
Michelson Diagnostics.

2.4 Dermoscopes

Two dermoscopes from the company Fotofinder Sys-
tems (Bad Birnbach, Germany) were employed in
the present trial. The video camera Medicam 500 has
a resolution of 768 � 576 pixels and is additionally
equipped with a floodlight. The digital camera
Powershot G9 from Canon with a resolution of
4 000 � 3 000 pixels was equipped with white light
LEDs based on a combination of a blue LED and
phosphor. Fotofinder Mediscope software including
the software Moleanalyzer for evaluation of moles
via pattern recognition was employed for digital der-
moscopy. The Fotofinder software completely con-
trols the cameras and supports different modes, e.g.,
hands-free portrait, microscopic imaging, body scan-
ning, and polarization imaging. The field of view in
microscopic imaging is 11 � 14 mm. A glass tube
with a length of 30 mm realizes a constant space be-

tween the camera and the region of interest on skin.
The optic provides magnifications from 20� to 70�.

3. Results

3.1 Interface for OCT, MPT,
and dermoscopy

A big challenge of combining different imaging sys-
tems is certainly to match the exact skin structures in
the respective images. Different fields of views, spe-
cial characteristics, and skin interfaces complicate this
situation. A special interface consisting of a metal
ring and a marked glass coverslip was developed that
fits into the DermaInspect as well into the OCT and
dermoscopy systems in order to guarantee the mea-
surements of the same skin location of interest. The
interface was fixed onto the skin by a special double-
faced adhesive foil. A drop of water was applied be-
tween skin and interface. A landmark, in particular
for dermoscopy, is a tip in the inner metal ring. This
tip and the special marks on the coverslips allow an
orientation within the skin disorder. Figure 3 shows
the interface. The OCT image (Figure 3e) exhibits
signal-poor areas caused by the adhesive foil on top
of the skin. The visible segment in the middle of the
foil has a length of 1.3 mm. The signal-reach area de-
monstrates normal skin. When positioned exactly in
the center, the size of the OCT skin image corre-
sponds to the inner diameter of the foil.

3.2 OCT and MPT of healthy normal skin

The OCT systems provided 2D cross-sectional
images similar to the B-scans in ultrasound. Up to

Figure 2 (online color at: www.biophotonics-journal.org)
Photograph of the multiphoton tomograph DermaInspect
with the multibeam EX1301 SS-OCT system. a: EX1301
SS-OCT; b: laser of the OCT device; c, f: adapter for con-
nection with the metal ring; d: DermaInspect; e: laser of
the DermaInspect.

Figure 3 (online color at: www.biophotonics-journal.org)
Interface for precise matching of MPT, OCT, and demo-
scope images consisting of a metal ring with tip, a coverslip
with sophisticated marks and a double-faced adhesive foil.
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1 200 single A-scans were taken within 1 sec with the
Callisto. The swept-source OCT from Michelson
Diagnostics provided 10 000 A-scans per second.
The vertical optical sections (typically 5 � 1.9 mm2)
provided information on the architecture of the
upper skin like the thickness of the stratum corneum,
the thickness of the entire epidermis, the composition
of the upper dermis as well as the location of hair fol-
licles and sweat glands (Figure 4). The OCT systems
were not able to image single cells or intracellular
compartments. Also, no clear differentiation was pos-
sible between the different epidermal tissue layers
(stratum granulosum, stratum spinosum, stratum ba-
sale). In the OCT image, the entrance signal into the
skin outshines the stratum corneum. The first homo-
genously scattering layer is the epidermis (Figure 4d).
The dermis possesses several signal-poor structures
representing mainly vessels and skin appendages.

The OCT systems were able to provide images
with and without the use of the marked 160 mm thick
coverslip. The adhesive film and the edges of the
metal ring with its tip could be detected by OCT
(Figure 3). As seen in Figures 4a and d, sufficient sig-
nals could be obtained down to a depth of about
1 mm. Sweat glands were the most visible features in
OCT images of normal skin at the fingertips where
the stratum corneum is very thick (Figures 4d, e, h, i).
A diameter and a length of the helix structure of
about 100 mm and 400 mm, respectively, of the parti-
cular sweat gland (Figure 4e) can be calculated. The
multibeam SS-OCT (Figure 4e) provided a better re-
solution than the single beam SD-OCT system in spite
of the higher wavelength (Figure 4i). Multiphoton to-
mography with the system DermaInspect required the

use of a coverslip due to the use of high NA focusing
optics. The exposure with intense NIR femtosecond
laser pulses resulted mainly in the two-photon excita-
tion of keratin in the outermost layer stratum cor-
neum, of the reduced coenzyme NAD(P)H in the mi-
tochondria in the living cells, of melanin cluster, and
of elastin in the upper dermis. NAD(P)H with its
maximum of 440–460 nm provided the major signal
in the living cell and enabled imaging of the mor-
phology of single cells and even single intratissue mi-
tochondria (Figure 4g). The non-fluorescent nucleus
appeared as dark oval intracellular area. The tissue
layers can be distinguished. The optimal excitation
wavelength for imaging of the epidermis was found
to be between 700 and 800 nm. A good laser wave-
length for collagen imaging is between 800 and
950 nm due to the SHG signal wavelength at half
the laser wavelength.

3.3 Optical biopsies of hemangioma

OCT images and horizontal as well as diagonal MPT
sections of a capillary hemangioma of a 48-year-old
male patient have been generated. At first, the he-
mangioma was studied without the coverslip in order
to obtain the exact profile of the lesion (Figure 5a).
An altitude of 0.25 mm of the lesion above the sur-
rounding skin level was determined. The hemangio-
ma appeared as a signal-poor oval, well demarcated
structure in the center below a slightly elevated epi-
dermis. A cross section of 0.97 � 0.51 mm2 (width �
depth) was determined according Figure 5a. Then,
the coverslip was placed and fixed with adhesive foil
to the skin and the metal ring. Now, OCT as well as
MPT with different systems of the same well-defined
skin area could be performed. The OCT image of

Figure 4 (online color at: www.biophotonics-journal.org)
OCT and MPT images of healthy normal skin of a female
volunteer. a: OCT image of forearm; b, c, f, g: multiphoton
sections of forearm; d, e: Michelson Diagnostics OCT im-
age of sweat gland(s) in fingertip; h, i: Thorlabs HL OCT
image of sweat gland(s) in fingertip.

Figure 5 (online color at: www.biophotonics-journal.org)
Optical biopsies of a capillary hemangioma. a: OCT image
without cover slip; b: OCT image with cover slip on top of
the lesion; c, f: dermascopic images; d: diagonal multipho-
ton tomography slice; e: horizontal multiphoton section of
dermal-epidermal junction zone.
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skin covered with the coverslip showed signal-rich
features of the glass surface and the glass bottom
and provided a length scale (glass thickness:
160 mm). A slightly different intratissue architecture
due to the pressure of the glass is seen. The lumen
of the hemangioma calculated from Figure 5b was
found to be the same as obtained from Figure 5a.
The multiphoton images provided a more detailed
view into the architecture of the hemangioma with
subvascular and sub-cellular resolution. The 45� di-
agonal image (Figure 5d) reflects features seen in
the cross-sectional OCT image. MPT cannot image
the non-fluorescent erythrocytes but can in principle
detect other intravascular cells due to fluorescent
mitochondria. The scanning speed in the MPT sys-
tem is too low to detect moving cells clearly. The
one horizontal section (Figure 5e) out of a stack of
MPT images shows the junction between the epider-
mis and the dermis with highly fluorescent basal cells
due to the presence of melanin.

3.4 Optical biopsies of a patient
with Pemphigus vulgaris

A 46-year-old male patient with the diagnosis Pem-
phigus vulgaris was investigated. Patients with Pem-
phigus vulgaris suffer from intraepidermal acantho-
lytic blisters which can be easily detected with OCT.
Several clefts (“black cavities”) can be observed in
the image of Figure 6. The star in Figure 6a marks a
superficial cleft just below the stratum corneum
whereas the arrow points to a signal-poor cavity
near the dermoepidermal junction. The cavities are
very likely filled with fluid. MPT can also image blis-
ters and epidermal splits (Figure 6b). The image de-
monstrates less fluorescent signals in the area of
clefts likely due to the absence of cell material. In

part, surrounding cells exhibited highly fluorescent
organelles. The origin of this emission is not clear.

The histopathological image Figure 6e shows an
akantholytic blistering and some Tzanck-cells, typical
for Pemphigus vulgaris.

3.5 OCT and MPT imaging
of melanocytic lesions

Figure 7 shows images of a melanocytic lesion of a
31-year-old female patient. In the OCT images, the
dermoepidermal junction appeared less well demar-
cated compared to healthy skin which is probably
due to cell aggregates of this lesion. Highly scatter-
ing globules (arrows) are visible in this region. MPT
provided more precise information. Differences in
the layered skin architecture and highly fluorescent
melanin clusters can be seen. In part, single dentritic
cells were monitored (e.g. Figure 7d, e, f). In the par-
ticular region of interest, no infiltration of epidermal
cells into the dermis was monitored. The upper der-
mis exhibited the normal pattern of the extracellular
matrix (ECM) network (Figure 7g). At histological
examination, the lesion was diagnosed as invasive
malignant melanoma (Clark level III, Breslow
0,5 mm) with characteristic features such as atypical
melanocytes, architectural disarray and melanocytes
in upper epidermal layers (Figure 7j). In order to find
these criteria as well in MPT, several areas of interest
have to be imaged, since due to the irregular architec-
ture of malignant melanoma relevant features may
escape evaluation and lead to misdiagnosis.

Figure 6 (online color at: www.biophotonics-journal.org)
Optical biopsies of a patient with the blister disease Pem-
phigus vulgaris. a: OCT image with cover slip, subcorneal
(*) and subepidermal (arrow) blisters; b, e: dermascopic
images; c: MPT section; d: histopathological image.

Figure 7 (online color at: www.biophotonics-journal.org)
OCT, MPT and dermoscopy images of a 31-year-old fe-
male patient with a suspicious pigmented nevus at the left
arm. a, b, c: OCT images, highly scattering globules (ar-
row); d, e, f, g: MPT sections; h, i: dermascopic images; j:
histopathological image.
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4. Conclusion

The combination of OCT and MPT provides a unique
powerful optical imaging tool for early skin cancer di-
agnostics and the evaluation of treatments. The skin
pathology can be imaged non-invasively in vivo. OCT
provides fast wide-field cross-sectional images
(5 � 2 mm2) of the skin area but cannot provide cellu-
lar resolution. MPT has superior submicron spatial re-
solution but is a relatively slow imaging modality with
the disadvantage of a small volume of view of about
0.3 � 0.3 � 0.2 mm3. The combination combines both
(i) the wide-field image with depth information up to
2 mm and the possibility to identify a particular skin
area of interest and (ii) the high-resolution stack of
horizontal multiphoton images of this particular re-
gion. So far, state-of-the-art technologies have been
compared within this first clinical study. Multibeam
swept-source OCT has significant advantages regard-
ing resolution and speed compared to time-domain
and single beam spectral-domain OCT. Fast FDML
lasers will open the way to clinical real-time 3D-OCT
in the near future because they are capable to provide
hundreds of cross-sectional images within one second
[23]. Multiphoton tomographs provide in vivo images
with the best resolution. Even single intratissue orga-
nelles and single elastin fibers can be imaged. The
multiphoton tomograph DermaInspect provides sin-
gle photon sensitivity and picosecond temporal reso-
lution. This enables imaging of biomolecules with a
low fluorescence quantum yield and the detection of
backscattered SHG photons. Functional imaging is
possible because changes of the redox chain activity
due to the detection of the reduced coenzyme
NAD(P)H and the dependence of fluorescence life-
time on the microenvironment.

In this study we investigated a variety of skin dis-
orders such as epithelial skin cancer, inflammatory
and autoimmune diseases, vascular and pigmented
lesions as well as tattoo nanoparticles. In this paper,
single cross-sectional OCT images and MPT images
out of image stacks of three lesions compared to
healthy skin namely hemangioma, Pemphigus vul-
garis, and malignant melanoma are presented. OCT
provided optical biopsies based on the detection of
inhomogeneities such as roundish-shaped or oval sig-
nal-poor cavities. The signal-poor regions indicating
vascular structures sharply demarcate from the sig-
nal-rich microenvironment [11]. The pre-therapeutic
knowledge of the lumen and the depth of the vessels
can optimize the treatment of hemangiomas and vas-
cular malfunctions. Optimal laser therapy based on
selective photothermolysis requires the adjustment
of the pulse width to the value of the thermal relaxa-
tion time that is a squared function of the vessel dia-
meter [24]. MPT can image vessels only when they
occur in the upper dermis within a tissue depth of
0.2 mm. However, hyperkeratosis, atrophy, and the

loss of the rete ridge profile in the epidermis which
are often accompanied by vascular lesions can be de-
tected with multiphoton biopsies. Bullous diseases
such as Pemphigus vulgaris are autoimmune skin dis-
eases in which blisters are formed which can be de-
tected with OCT and MPT. The different groups of
bullous diseases can be classified according to the lo-
cation of the blisters. Pemphigus diseases exhibit sig-
nal-poor intraepithelial cavities in OCT and MPT
whereas bullous pemphigoid and epidermolysis bul-
losa acquisita (EBA) lead to subepidermal blister
formation. Intraepidermal and dermal blisters occur
in burn patients [8]. Within this study, both OCT and
MPT provided in vivo information on the pathology
regarding the level of blistering and the individual
blister architecture including information on intra-
cavity fluids. MPT may also detect impaired adhe-
sion among epidermal cells. Of particular interest is
the use of MPT in the case of pigmented lesions such
as suspicious nevi. MPT offers the possibility to dis-
tinguish between benign nevi and malignant melano-
ma by detecting single dendritic melanocytes in
layers above and beneath the basal cell membrane
and further modifications of the epidermal and der-
mal architecture [19, 20]. OCT can show infiltration
of neoplastic tissue into the dermis and may provide
data on the depth of the lesion. These examples of
non-invasive OCT/MPT biopsies demonstrate the
significant input of this novel 3D imaging technology
for the early detection of skin diseases, the potential
of pre-operative analysis, and for therapy control.
The future development of a single compact 3D
OCT/multiphoton system would be a major chal-
lenge of current skin imaging technology.
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